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1. Introduction

The ARIADNE project was born in 2012 from the idea that a large
part of the results of archaeological investigations was not easily avail-
able to researchers, although produced in digital format and hence easily
accessible, at least in theory. Apart from the traditional scientific publi-
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Integrating the digital dimension 
into archaeological research: 

the ARIADNE project

FRANCO NICCOLUCCI

The ARIADNE project, started in 2013, has created a catalogue of archaeological datasets
in Europe registering about 2.000.000 items including reports, images, drawings, GIS and
databases. The search functionalities it provides enable users to select such datasets ac-
cording to criteria based on time, location and content, and then to access source data.
Since its completion in 2016 it has become popular among archaeologists. An improved ver-
sion is currently in the plans. It will create cloud-based virtual research environments where
researchers can collaborate and analyse data to re-use them in their investigations.
Keywords: digital archaeology, archaeological datasets, research infrastructures, virtual
research environments, ARIADNE registry

Il progetto ARIADNE, iniziato nel 2013, ha creato un catalogo dei dataset archeologici in
Europa registrando circa 2.000.000 archivi che comprendono rapporti, immagini, disegni,
GIS e database. Le funzionalità di ricerca che mette a disposizione permettono agli utenti di
selezionare tali archivi in base a criteri di ricerca basati su tempo, luogo e contenuto, e quindi
di accedere alle fonti originali. Fin dal suo completamento nel 2016 è diventato popolare fra
gli archeologi. Una versione migliorata è nei piani: questa creerà ambienti virtuali di ricerca,
dove gli utenti potranno collaborare e analizzare i dati per riutilizzarli nelle loro ricerche.
Parole chiave: archeologia digitale, dataset archeologici, infrastrutture di ricerca, ambienti
di ricerca virtuali, registro ARIADNE
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cations on journals and the communications at conferences published in
proceedings, an increasing amount of reports, databases, GIS and visual
data were dispersed in a myriad of on-line repositories, difficult to find
and access. On the other hand, the concept of sharing data and re-using
those produced by others was well accepted by the archaeological com-
munity (Niccolucci, Richards 2013, p. 74). Data sharing may indeed be
considered the 21st century equivalent of what Gerhard about two cen-
turies ago called “the continuous and mutual assistance of many … who
mutually share their discoveries and knowledge”, stating that without it,
in archaeology “the efforts of one person alone may never succeed” (Ger-
hard 1829).

There were many obstacles to achieve this objective. As already men-
tioned, archaeological datasets were published on the web as a corpus
fragmented in many different Internet locations and were organized in
the most diverse ways. Modern borders divided what belonged to the
same archaeological region, and split accordingly their digital archives,
as for example the Western Mediterranean Roman Provinces, corre-
sponding at present to at least three different countries. Language and
terminology diversity made Google-style searching ineffective, and not
usable to access data stored in databases. Last but not least, the
ARENA project had demonstrated that a naïve search based on named
time periods, like “Iron Age”, would produce incoherent results: this was
jokingly described with the example of a ship crossing the Channel in AD
30, starting the trip in the (Gaul) Roman period and ending it in the
(Britain) Iron Age, thus traveling not only across the sea, but also back-
wards in time. 

The opportunity of attempting the integration of archaeological data
available on-line was offered by an EU-funded program aimed at so-called
integrating activities for research infrastructures, i.e. the combination of
facilities, human resources and services operating in a specific scientific
domain. The EU fostered the aggregation of regional, national or interna-
tional initiatives that were already providing access to their data, were
supported by expert researchers willing to participate in such integration
process, and could contribute to the implementation of valuable web
services, first of all an advanced search system on the knowledge base
resulting from such integration. Such support was provided in any scien-
tific domain, including archaeology, through a competitive call.

Thus a proposal was submitted, supported by 23 partners from 16
European countries. The partnership included some research centers
providing the necessary technical knowledge. All the others were nation-
al archaeological institutions already managing an archaeological data in-
frastructure of national importance. Among others, the partnership in-
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cluded the Archaeological Data Service at the University of York (UK), a
forerunner of archaeological data deposit and sharing; several institu-
tions in charge of managing national archaeological archives such as
INRAP in France, DANS in the Netherlands and MIBACT in Italy; and the
archaeological institutes of the Academies of Sciences of several East-
ern and Central European countries. 

The proposal was successful, and the project started on 1st February
2013 with a planned duration of four years.

2. The first stage of the ARIADNE project

The key idea of ARIADNE was that integrating does not mean assem-
bling. The project did not intend to bring all the European archaeological
data in the same mammoth repository: it would have been unmanage-
able, expensive and inefficient. Instead, the project was based on the
principle of keeping the data where they were and under the control of
their owners, facilitating discovery and access through a centralized cat-
alogue with efficient search functionalities. Thus integration would have
been based on a lightweight Registry, with links to the original datasets.
Users could find the relevant datasets searching the Registry and filter-
ing what was of their interest, and then they could access the original
data at the owner’s repository via the links provided. This also solved the
difficult question of the permission rules to access archaeological data,
which often vary from country to country and from repository from
repository: since the last step of data access was under the control of
the repository owner, different access regulations could be applied to
users in a straightforward way.

The ARIADNE project had to face a number of technical issues, due
to the independent and uncoordinated creation of the repositories it
aimed to integrate. 

The first one addressed was the structure of the Registry, i.e. the
definition of what kind of information was necessary to identify so diverse
datasets, and sufficient to filter out in searches all unwanted items, but
keeping in all the desired ones.

For this purpose the project set up a data model, with a preliminary
version used in the beginning and a final, improved one at the end of the
project. The current version of the data model includes the essential in-
formation for each dataset, grouped in four sections: Actors, Physical
Objects, Digital Objects, and Events. The Actors section concerns peo-
ple and institutions involved, with their roles: archaeologists, research
centers, data repository managers, and so on. Physical Objects include
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all artifacts documented, from finds to monuments and sites. The Digital
Objects section describes datasets involved, their formats and so on. Fi-
nally, Events includes all activities related to the Physical Objects and to
the Digital Objects, like excavations, scientific analyses, dating, as well
as creating the digital documentation, 3D scanning or any other data
production, processing or management. Such data model, developed
within the PARTHENOS project, can be applied to the most different file
formats: text reports, images, drawings, and any combination/collection
of the above, such as, for example, a folder containing the data docu-
menting an excavation, i.e. excavation diaries, drawings, photos, lists of
finds, and so on. The data model describes the physical and research
context as well as the digital operations that produced the data.

Such summary information on datasets or dataset collections is ob-
tained from the metadata already available for them, with no human in-
tervention except when the system evidences a mistake, what happened
in a small percentage of the total. Often the error or lack of compliance
to the standard model was systematic and could be easily corrected: for
example, this was the case of coordinates, with some partners choosing
to indicate latitude first while others put the value of longitude before the
other one. Once this was detected, corrections could be automatic and
straightforward. Nevertheless, a very small number of errors still re-
main: recently the location pointer of a dataset concerning Aquileia was
noticed to appear in the Atlantic Ocean. Such errors are inevitable in
large catalogues and derive from a mistake in the original dataset. They
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are corrected in the original data and in the catalogue as soon as they
are noticed or reported by users. However, such mistakes only affect
searching the catalogue according to the criteria where the mistake is
present in the original data, e.g. the location in the previous example, and
have no adverse effect in all other searches. 

Fig. 1 shows the ARIADNE portal home page. Fig.2 shows a result
page; no search parameter was input to show the total number of
datasets in the catalogue (top center), so the result list includes all the
catalogue items.

The ARIADNE catalogue at present contains almost 2.000.000
items. It is searchable according to several facets: when, where, what
are the main ones, plus a keyword search and information about the data
owner and the publisher. Search conditions may be independently set for
each one of them, using a visual interface for the time span and the lo-
cation involved, and controlled lists for named periods and subjects. 

The search result is a list of short descriptions, which may be further
refined as required, applying again additional filters. Each list item con-
sists in the title and concise essential information about the content re-
ferred. Such items are linked to the original data stored at the data
owner, which can be directly accessed via the link. Thus users may ac-
cess data only when they seem more relevant to their interest or re-
search question. In sum, the system was defined in a TV interview for
the general public as “a Google for archaeology, but an intelligent one”:
indeed, it is much more.
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3. Implementation details and issues

A number of technical solutions were devised to develop the ARI-
ADNE system. 

The main choice concerned the semantic data model, i.e. how to or-
ganize the knowledge contained in the data. This requires agreeing on a
metadata system able to express the meaning of individual pieces of in-
formation, which otherwise would have little or no significance. For ex-
ample, in the expression “gold cup” we can recognize a material (the gold)
and a man-made object (the cup) of a specific type, an object for drinking.
Thus it has some similarity with a “ceramic mug” as both objects are
used for drinking, although different in shape and material. It also has
similarity with “silver ring”, both being objects made in precious material.
Organizing knowledge requires thus to categorize the main concepts to
be used in the archaeological discourse and in the documentation, organ-
ized in a hierarchy of entities (a so-called ontology) going from the most
general ones to more detailed ones. 

It was agreed that the main distinction is between Temporal Entities,
i.e. phenomena that happen during an extent of time as, for example,
Events (the destruction of Pompeii), Activities (the archaeological excava-
tions at Pompeii), and so on; and Persistent Items, i.e. items that have a
persistent identity during their existence, as a Person, a Thing, a Man-
Made Object and so on. Both these categories are then further specialized
in more detailed concepts, and linked through properties, stating for exam-
ple that a Person (e.g. an archaeologist) participates in an Activity (e.g. an
excavation). A complete system of this kind already exists for cultural her-
itage, the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model, briefly called the CRM. The
CRM is widely accepted and has the characteristic of being extensible, i.e.
it can incorporate new concepts as refinements of already existing ones.

Within ARIADNE, a team examined if the CRM includes all the con-
cepts that are necessary and useful to organize the archaeological
knowledge and if any of the existing concepts is superfluous or useless
in archaeology, possibly introduced in the CRM to be used in other dis-
ciplines. For the latter the solution is simple: it is sufficient not to use
them for archaeological documentation. For the missing entities, instead,
some general concept must be specialized, creating a new entity as a
special case of an existing one, for example creating the entity “drinking
object” as a special case of man-made ones. This specialization process
maintains the compatibility among different metadata systems: for exam-
ple, one system using the newly created label of “drinking objects” is
compatible with another one not using it, since such drinking objects are
just a special case of CRM’s Man-Made Object concept that is used in
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both, just expressed with a greater level of detail. Thus the coarser clas-
sification of such objects as man-made ones is valid for both and is not
altered by the specialization existing in one only. In proposing extensions,
it is necessary to resist to the temptation to make too many distinctions
and introduce too many detailed concepts, what would prevent recogniz-
ing relationships and connections. When to stop in detailing is a matter
of experience and efficiency, where the experience of domain experts
combines with the expertise of knowledge engineers. In ARIADNE the
collaboration of these two different skills matched perfectly, and pro-
duced an extension of the core CRM called CRMarcheo, in which the
new concepts introduced mainly concern the excavation activity. 

The discussion about the best way of organizing the data led also to ad-
dress more theoretical issues, an activity often considered a futile exer-
cise in the archaeological discourse. This is possibly the case when com-
munication among humans is concerned, but it is unavoidable when using
a foolishly precise computer system. For example, such issues concern
fundamental categories as time and space. The statement “Verucchio is
an iron age site in Emilia-Romagna, Italy” is correct, as the Verucchio ter-
ritory hosts Villanovian necropolises. But it is impossible to convert it into
a precise statement as required in a computer search: does it concern the
whole territory of the present Verucchio municipality? Are finds and re-
mains spread in the whole time range from the 12th to the 6th century BC,
corresponding to Iron Age in Italy? Moreover, are space and time refer-
ences independent from each other? The answer is clearly no, as already
mentioned about named time periods, which vary according to places, and
place names, which correspond to different space extents during time. 

The theoretical debate about the best way of describing in a machine-
understandable way concepts that may appear clear to humans but are
misleading when processed in a computer, produced several iteresting re-
sults (Felicetti et al. 2015; Ronzino et al. 2016; Niccolucci 2016; Nic-
colucci, Hermon 2016; Hermon, Niccolucci 2017; Niccolucci, Hermon
2017; Niccolucci 2017) and is still open. It often led to reconsider also
the logical foundations of such concepts, questioning and discussing is-
sues such as the interrelations between a concept and the terms used
to define it, as noticed above for time/space; the intrinsic fuzziness (what
is the border of an archaeological site?) of space and time (Niccolucci,
Hermon 2015; Niccolucci et al. 2015); the distinction between a physical
object and its conceptual value; and more. This debate is still in progress. 

Thus, the technology behind ARIADNE was one of the cases in which
a practical necessity – data organization – generated theoretical ques-
tions and brought to reconsider some fundamental categories of the ar-
chaeological documentation.
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Multilingual thesauri were also required to enable searching in a mass
of documents written in different languages. The issue was managed
using existing multilingual thesauri as the Getty ones and others available
for national languages, which were matched and merged to enable sub-
jects expressed in all the languages used in the datasets, potentially as
many as the official EU languages.

For place names, the system used a modern gazetteer, with the
awareness that a historical one like Pleaides might perhaps have been
preferential. However, most of the place names used in the datasets re-
ferred to the modern name of the archaeological sites involved, so we
believe that Geonames was more suitable for the kind of data concerned.

Finally, period names were organized using the PeriodO system, which
is an approximated matching system between places and the chronology
of period names. Although not perfect, its simplified approach gives good
results to mix and match named periods. For each “region”, i.e. an area
in Europe where there is enough chronological uniformity, it uses a table
where period names are matched to corresponding time spans, created
with the support of experienced archaeologists. Its limits stay in the fact
that the areas of such “uniform” regions also depend on time: for exam-
ple, assigning time-spans to named periods in Italy depends on what is
considered as “Italy” through time. Nevertheless, the system substan-
tially improves time-based search criteria.

4. Concluding the Early ARIADNE Period

At the beginning of 2016 the ARIADNE Portal was fully operational.
It enabled searching across a large number of digital archaeological
repositories with criteria based on time, space and content. Access to
the catalogue is – and will remain – free. In the last year of operations,
more than 10.000 individual users accessed the system. Feedback from
them was very positive: supporting comments were collected from indi-
vidual users, research institutions, national agencies and archaeological
associations, like EAA – the European Association of Archaeologists –
and EAC – the European Archaeological Council. A number of institutions
not included in the original participant consortium asked to join in to add
their repositories to the catalogue, extending the coverage to more Eu-
ropean countries. An independent survey (Münster 2017) mentions ARI-
ADNE as the second most important project in digital archaeology.

ARIADNE fully achieved its objectives, both as regards data integra-
tion and in creating a community of users. Still much work remains to do.
Maintaining the system operational requires limited resources, which
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have been volunteered by the original participants. New additions require
instead additional work and resources, and are postponed to a second
phase of the project, as described below.

The plans for continuation include extending the geographic coverage
to countries not present in the initial version; incorporating scientific
datasets, like those concerning archaeological sciences and dating; im-
proving the treatment of geographic data across different GIS systems;
improving integration; and providing better services for data post-pro-
cessing. Actually, the latter were present in the original system in an ex-
perimental way, but their full implementation requires additional technical
resources for development.

6. New avenues for data-driven research

As already mentioned, the original ARIADNE idea was conceived in
early 2012. In the meantime technology has progressed and EU strate-
gies had developed the idea of a cloud environment for scientific purposes,
called the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC), supporting data-driven
science and providing a framework to share data and to re-use them for
new investigations. This perspective fits very well with the ARIADNE spir-
it: the project aims at enabling archaeological research to take full advan-
tage of the opportunities offered by the digital revolution. The EOSC iden-
tifies domains in which research strongly builds on digital data, as physics
and biology, usually characterized by very large datasets (the so-called Big
Data); and others where the support of data to research is currently min-
imal, typically using small datasets, called in a somehow derogatory way
“the long tail of science”. As a matter of fact, the “long tail” is a typical
feature of the contemporary digital society. In economy, it created suc-
cessful phenomena such as Amazon, serving a community of customers
wishing to buy items for which there is a very small individual demand but
altogether create a huge market. Mutatis mutandis, the same could hap-
pen in digital archaeology: there is a huge number of small datasets, each
one probably interesting few specialized researchers, but altogether cre-
ating an unprecedented knowledge base.

Besides sharing knowledge, the cloud environment offers two addi-
tional features that are of the outmost interest also for archaeologists.
Firstly, it enables and fosters collaborative research at distance. The
typical 19th and early 20th century scenario of archaeologists as solo
players, like explorers of the past, has been gradually but decisively su-
perseded by team work, with various skills and competences involved,
and is as far from the archaeological current good practice as is the In-
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diana Jones stereotype. Having a place – although a virtual one – where
fieldwork notes and reports, laboratory activity, scientific analyses and
the results of previous investigations could be stored, shared and jointly
analized would substantially improve the efficiency and the collaboration
of interdisciplinary teams, both if members are located in the office next
door or thousands of kilometers away: this is something that we can ex-
perience in our everyday life with smartphone applications, mailing lists
and shared online storage. Secondly, this common virtual area could be
endowed with research services enabling users to process results and
actually do data-driven research. The shared storage would thus become
a Virtual Research Environment, to be further combined with access to
a digital library for bibliography and to an ARIADNE-like catalog of what
others have produced and published from their investigations. 

Significant step forwards have been achieved since early 2017, conclu-
sion of the funded project. Developing a tool already present in ARIADNE,
a team from the former ARIADNE partnership has developed a Natural
Language Processing (NLP) – Named Entity Recognition (NER) tool that
operates on archaeological texts. This tool is able to identify in a text, for
example an excavation report, the named entities mentioned in it: for ex-
ample, it can recognize “Pompeii” as a location, “opus incertum” as a con-
struction technique, that “samian ware” and “terra sigillata” refer to the
same type of Roman red pottery, and so on. The results of such NER,
based on the data model developed in ARIADNE, create additional meta-
data, which enrich the machine-readable knowledge about the dataset and
allow more refined searches on the whole catalogue. This tool works na-
tively in a cloud environment and has already been developed with the
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code-name of TEXTCROWD in the framework of an EOSC-related project
called EOSC-pilot, as a demonstrator of how the cloud can be useful for
researchers in the archaeological domain. The demonstrator at present
works on Italian texts, but extension to other languages for which linguis-
tic rules have been developed, like English, German, Spanish and more, is
relatively straightforward. Fig. 3 shows the result of the processing ap-
plied to an excavation report; entities identified are evidenced in color only
for the sake of display, e.g. green = actors, yellow = sites, cyan = mate-
rials, and so on; they are actually stored in machine-readable format.

7. Towards ARIADNEplus: conclusions and further work

Recently a new stage has been planned for ARIADNE. Titled ARIAD-
NEplus, this evolution of the ARIADNE project seeks to achieve substan-
tial improvements as regards integration, searchability and services. The
system will be moved to a cloud environment, at present identified with
the D4Science cloud managed by CNR-ISTI. This will happen seamlessly:
users will not notice any difference with the present data organization.
Then datasets metadata will be enriched using an improved NER tool like
TEXTCROWD. On the other hand, D4Science incorporates a GIS cloud
server to which all the archaeological geographic information will be re-
ferred, in order to create a global geographic catalogue. Database struc-
ture will be analyzed and mapped on the ARIADNE CRM model. This ap-
proach will ultimately create an integrate Linked Open Data system en-
abling navigation across datasets in addition to improved search func-
tionalities.

Extensions are also planned as regards content. Besides extending the
geographic coverage to practically all Europe, scientific datasets will be
fully incorporated as well. These include palaeobiology, environmental
archeology, archaeometry and more. The new partnership includes now
41 partners and is open to further collaborations. It will also be in charge
of supporting the creation of deposit systems for archaeological data
where these are not available, then integrating them in the overall cata-
logue. In the future, perhaps in a third phase of the ARIADNE initiative,
this will allow individual research datasets to be added to the catalogue,
through a review and accept procedure that is still to be set up. With a
2030 horizon, the digital contribution to archaeological research will be-
come common practice. It will be instrumental in moving archaeological re-
search methods into the 3rd millennium, without abandoning its foundation-
al characteristic of study of the past through the analysis of material cul-
ture, but integrating it with the innovative support of digital technology.

Integrating the digital dimension into archaeological research: the ARIADNE project
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